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Garage doors or roll-up doors on residential and commercial structures are vulnerable

components that are often damaged in windstorms. Failures of these large openings can

lead to internal pressurization, which can cause additional structural damage to roofs and

walls. This study utilized high spatial resolution oblique remote-sensing data to assess the

condition of garage doors and roof structure damage on residential structures following

two tornadoes and one hurricane. The performance of the garage doors was evaluated

to determine any dependence on the size of the door and orientation to the wind, as

well as estimated wind speed. The study found higher failure rates of garage doors in

the hurricane event than the tornadoes, but roof structural damage was more common

following a garage door failure in a tornado. Additionally, roof structural damage was

uncommon for buildings where the garage door remained intact, regardless of event

type.
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INTRODUCTION

Garage doors or roll-up doors on residential and commercial structures are often damaged in
hurricanes, tornadoes, and high wind events, due to debris impacts or wind pressure (Dao et al.,
2014; Graettinger et al., 2014;Wadsworth, 2014). Observations have indicated these doors fail by (1)
suction pressure or positive pressure with damages to the doors themselves, (2) weak tracks, or (3)
inadequate attachment of the tracks to the building (FEMA, 2005). Failures of these large openings
often leads to additional structural damage to roofs and walls due to internal pressurization
(Cushman, 2017). Options for strengthened doors are available through high-wind pressure ratings.
Opening protection can also be used to protect against debris impacts. Guidance is also available
for reinforcing garage doors by utilizing wind retrofit hardware (FEMA, 2011). Because garage and
roll-up doors are such a vulnerable component in high wind events, building resiliency programs
such as the IBHS FORTIFIED HomeTM and FORTIFIED CommercialTM programs require the use
of pressure-rated or protected doors (IBHS, 2012, 2015a,b, 2017a,b) for certain tiers within the
programs.

Damage assessments following hurricanes and tornadoes have typically been conducted on the
ground, where individual components, such as garage doors, can be inspected to determine cause
of failure. As technology has improved leading to better spatial resolution and more availability
of data, remote-sensing data have been used with increasing frequency for post-event damage
assessments to supplement or replace traditional ground damage surveys (Womble et al., 2005,
2006; Brown et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2014). Remote-sensing data allow for rapid assessment of
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damage over a large area in a short time period. Remote-sensing
data are typically available within a few days of the event, often
more quickly than investigators can reach the site for a ground
survey, thus capturing perishable damage data before cleanup
begins.

FIGURE 1 | Tiered Remote-Sensing Reconnaissance System reproduced with permission from Womble et al. (2016).

FIGURE 2 | Example oblique Pictometry image shows the condition of roofs and walls for one elevation. Data from additional viewpoint angles can be used to assess

damage to the other three elevations of each building. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication. Pin icons denote houses that were included in the dataset.

Varying colors of pins were for internal organization purposes only. Image courtesy of Eagleview Technologies, Inc.

Damage assessments using remote sensing data have typically
been used in a fairly broad context. Assessments have been
used for emergency-response decision-making (Womble et al.,
2016); investigation of overall damage swaths to determine path
widths or lengths; identification of areas for further ground-
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survey investigation (Marshall and McDonald, 1982; Phan and
Simiu, 1999); and overall structural performance of individual
buildings to determine damage severity and event ratings (Brown
et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2014).

The launch of high-resolution satellites beginning in the late
1990’s allowed for remote-sensing damage assessments to be
expanded, by providing orthogonal imagery data, which allow
for roof damage to be assessed, but not wall surfaces. In 2005,
Pictometry, Inc. revolutionized the use of remote-sensing data
by collecting vertical and 4-directional oblique data with 15 cm
spatial resolution following Hurricane Katrina (Womble et al.,
2016). Pictometry, now part of EagleView, has consistently
collected these datasets following major damaging events in the
U.S. since that time, and newer datasets are easier to integrate
through geolocation.

With increasing availability of remote-sensing data, Womble
et al. (2006, 2016) developed a “Tiered Remote-Sensing
Reconnaissance System” to describe different purposes of
remote-sensing assessments and the type of datasets needed
(Figure 1). The study presented here fits into Womble’s
Tier 3 assessment, as it investigated the performance of a
specific building component—garage doors—and associated roof
damage. High spatial resolution, 4-directional oblique, post-
event Pictometry data such as that shown in Figure 2, were
employed to allow for observation of the wall and roof structures
of homes.

It should be noted that remote-sensing data play a vital role in
preserving damage data, such that analyses of historical events,
such as that done in this study, can be conducted many years
later. Several studies have been conducted on these events shortly
after they occurred, but many more topics could be investigated
using the high-quality preserved remote-sensing data.

Rates of garage door and roof damage for typical wood-frame
residential structures in two tornado events and one hurricane
were determined using post-storm aerial data from Pictometry.
For the purposes of this paper, “roof structure damage” refers
to structural damage to trusses or decking, not the roof cover.
In this instance, this definition is appropriate, given the internal
pressure admitted by damaged garage doors will exert forces on
the interior roof structure, and not the external roof cover. The
Pictometry data are described in the next section. The wind speed
and direction estimation procedures are discussed in Section
Methodology. In Section Damage Analysis, damage rates are
compared across events and wind speed zones, and for various

characteristics of the garage doors. The extent of damages to the
roof above the garages is also evaluated. These data can be used
to evaluate vulnerability of garage doors in various wind storms,
wind speed zones, and storm-relative orientations, and identify
the potential need for mitigation.

DATA

Remote Sensing
Pictometry data were obtained following the Joplin, Missouri
(MO) tornado in 2011, the Moore, Oklahoma (OK) tornado in
2013, and Hurricane Ike in 2008 which made landfall in Texas
(TX). The dataset included 4-directional (north, south, east, west)
oblique data captured at 40–45 degrees from horizontal. The data
are in the visible spectrum with three spectral bands of blue,
green, and red. The data have a ground sample distance (GSD) of
20–30 cm, which represents the distance between pixel centers.

Wind Speed and Direction Estimation
Joplin, Missouri (2011)

The EF-5 rated Joplin, MO tornado occurred on May 22, 2011,
and left its mark as the deadliest U.S. tornado in the official
record. As a result, many research teams studied the impacts that
the tornado left behind (Prevatt et al., 2012; Kuligowski et al.,
2014). As part of these studies, wind speed (and subsequent wind
direction) over time was estimated using a tornado-vortex model
conditioned to tree-fall patterns throughout Joplin (Kuligowski
et al., 2014; Lombardo et al., 2015). Time histories of wind speed
and wind direction were created at various grid points over Joplin
and the peak wind speed, assumed to be representative of a 3-s
gust, is used in this study. Wind directions around the time of the
peak wind speed generated from the model are also used when
considering garage door orientation in later sections However,
it is acknowledged that garage doors may have failed before the
time of the peak wind speed and failure could be associated with
a different wind direction, but in the absence of detailed wind
speed time histories, this represents the best data available.

Moore, Oklahoma (2013)

The 2013 Moore, OK tornado occurred on May 20. The tornado
traveled 23 km, with a damage path width of up to 1.7 km.
The tornado killed 24 people and injured over 200 others. The
maximum estimated 3-s peak wind speed was over 89 m/s. This
value was derived from a National Weather Service damage

TABLE 1 | Damage rates for the three events evaluated.

Garage door damage Garage door and roof

structure damage

Roof structure damage without

garage door damage

Event Total homes Number of homes

with garages

Number of

homes

Percent of

homes (%)

Number of

homes

Percent of

homes (%)

Number of

homes

Percent of

homes (%)

Moore, OK Tornado 401 397 238 60 141 59 3 2

Joplin, MO Tornado 554 540 319 59 241 76 26 12

Hurricane Ike 160 137 111 81 41 37 0 0

Total 1,115 1,074 668 62 423 63 29 7
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assessment that utilizes the EF-Scale (WSEC, 2006) to estimate
the maximum wind speed from the highest damage level, EF5
(Burgess et al., 2014).

The gridded wind speed values for the structures evaluated
from this event were interpolated from the National Weather
Service’s Damage Assessment Toolkit andDamage Survey Viewer
(Camp et al., 2014, 2017) data for the Moore tornado. The
toolkit allows for georeferenced data to be collected regarding
the damage, or lack thereof, to individual buildings and objects
defined in the EF-Scale. The building damage state was then
translated to an EF-Scale rating at that location, which provided a
range of wind speed estimates. Over 700 individual damage states
were obtained for the Moore tornado and geospatial contours
of EF-Scale ratings were created from these individual damage
states. The wind speeds evaluated for this study were those
estimated at the individual homes. The wind direction during
peak wind was determined by first considering the path of
the tornado itself, based on a preliminary tornado track. The
assumed counter-clockwise rotation of the tornado was used to
gain perspective on the general direction of the wind at a given
location. The debris from the tornado was also used to determine
the final estimated direction of the peak wind, which is referenced
in later sections regarding orientations.

Hurricane Ike (2008)

Hurricane Ike developed on September 1, 2008, and reached
a peak intensity of Category 4 on the Saffir-Simpson Scale. It
made an initial landfall on September 8 in Cuba as a Category
4 hurricane with 1-min sustained wind speeds of 59 m/s. The
second landfall occurred near Galveston, TX on September
13 as a Category 2 hurricane with estimated 1-min sustained
wind speeds of 49 m/s (National Hurricane Center, 2014). This
wind speed estimate was based on flight-level SFMR winds,
Doppler radar velocities from the Houston radar, and wind speed
measurements from a WeatherFlow and Texas Tech University
Hurricane Research Team anemometer (Berg, 2009).

The gridded wind speed data for Hurricane Ike used in this
study were obtained from RMS’s H∗Wind product (Powell et al.,
1998). This product assimilates wind speed values from aircraft
reconnaissance, land, marine, and space observations to create a
composite gridded wind speed analysis, where all measurements
are standardized for height (10m), exposure (open terrain), and
averaging time, to create 1-min sustained, or peak 3-s gust wind

speed contours. The 3-s gust data contours were used to assign
wind speed values for the individual structures evaluated in this
study. The direction of the hurricane track was determined by the
European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts global
model, EMXI (Berg, 2009). The wind directions were estimated
based on storm motion and tangential flow around the center.
Debris scattering was also used to estimate wind direction if
available.

METHODOLOGY

While significant improvements have been made in the
spatial resolution and availability of remote-sensing data, rapid
automation of damage detection has not yet been achieved.
Damage analysis continues to require some manual, human
interpretation of images. To select homes for inclusion in this
study, the wind speed datasets described in the previous sections
were overlaid on post-event Pictometry datasets. The Pictometry
data were then visually assessed to select “partially-damaged”
homes for inclusion in the study; homes that were fully destroyed
were not included, as it would be impossible to determine details
about garage door presence and damages. The Pictometry data
were then used to determine for individual homes: presence
and type of garage doors; damage severity to garage doors; and
damage severity to the roof above the garage. The location of each
home, as well as the direction the garage door faced were also
recorded.

The specific causes of damage to the garage and roof
were noted (e.g., wind-induced pressure, debris, treefall). After
determining the likely causes of damage, the percentage of
damage to garage doors and to the roof structure were estimated.
The percentage of structural damage to the roof (e.g., <25%, 25–
50%) was estimated by the amount of structural wooden trusses
that were damaged or missing as well as the percentage of roof
decking damage. It should be noted that it was not possible to
assess the resistance of garage doors in this study. It may be
possible that some garage doors in Hurricane Ike had higher
design pressure resistance, but it is impossible to know without
a detailed on-site inspection of each door.

Using these parameters along with orientation of the garage
doors with respect to the tornado’s path and wind speed, the
factors leading to the various failures were deduced.

FIGURE 3 | Example of garage door and roof structure damage Venn diagrams in (a) Moore, OK (N = 397), (b) Joplin, MO (N = 540), and (c) Hurricane Ike (N = 137).
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DAMAGE ANALYSIS

Overview
Table 1 shows the total number of homes analyzed in Joplin,
Moore, and Hurricane Ike, the number of homes with garage
doors and associated damage, as well as those with roof
structure damage with or without garage door damage. The
data show that homes were more likely to have damage to
the roof structure if there was garage door damage. Although
there were cases where homes suffered roof structural damage
without garage door damage, they were minimal. When all three
events were combined, less than 10% of the homes had roof
structure damage without a garage door failure, compared to
approximately 60% of homes that had roof structure damage
and garage door damage. Figure 3 provides an illustrative
look at the damage overview for each of the three events
in the form of Venn diagrams. An interesting observation
from both Table 1 and Figure 3 is that an overwhelming
percentage (∼94%) of homes that suffered some sort of roof
structure damage also suffered garage door damage [423/(423
+ 29)]. The following sub-sections will investigate various
factors that may have contributed to the damage levels
observed.

Wind Speed
The data were grouped into wind speed bins (provided a wind
speed was available; if unavailable, the data was excluded from
analyses dealing with wind speed). The total number of homes,
and garage door damage information in each wind speed bin are
shown in Table 2. These data, as well as that given in Figure 4,
illustrate that homes in Hurricane Ike more frequently suffered
garage door damage at lower wind speeds, than either the Joplin
tornado or the Moore tornado. The stair-step like behavior of the
Moore, OK garage door damage is likely due to the wind speed
estimates derived from the EF-Scale, whereas the Joplin tornado
and Hurricane Ike are based on modeled data. It is hypothesized

that this difference in percentage at lower wind speeds could
be caused by a much longer duration of damaging winds in a
hurricane compared to a tornado or potentially in combination
with a longer duration with an unfavorable wind direction with
respect to garage door orientation. Orientation effects will be
touched upon later.

To obtain a relatively large sample, and to avoid higher wind
speeds where garage door damage was difficult to ascertain due to
overall damage levels, the homes that fell within the wind speed
range of 90–109 mph were analyzed further for all three events to
allow for better comparison between event types. In Table 3, the
percentages of failure within these ranges are shown. The data
collected within the 90–109 mph peak 3-s gust zones show that
more homes were likely to have suffered some sort of garage door
damage within this wind speed range in a hurricane, than in a
tornado. The percentage of garage doors damaged in Hurricane
Ike almost doubles that found in the Moore, OK tornado, and
almost triples that found in the Joplin, MO tornado.

However, what is not shown is the extent of the garage
door and/or roof structure damage that is likely to occur in
each event type. Figures 5–8 provide illustrative examples of
varying damage severity levels observed for garage doors and roof
structural damage. Minimal garage door damage, less than 25%,
included homes that hadminor displacements of the garage door,
small breakages, or no damage. The homes labeled between 25
and 75% garage door damage included doors that were partially
removed from their framework, categorized by how much of
the door was still intact. Homes within the over 75% damage
category had suffered full garage door losses, where the door was
completely removed from the home. While garage doors were
more likely to be damaged in the 90–109 mph wind speed range
in Hurricane Ike, the severity of the damage that occurred was
fairly consistent across event types.Table 4 shows that in all cases,
the majority of garage door damages were complete or nearly
complete failures, which means that if a garage door is damaged
at all, it is likely to fail completely.

TABLE 2 | Cumulative garage door damage by wind speed.

Moore Joplin Ike

Wind speed

ranges (mph)

Total homes Garage door

damage

Percent garage

door damage

(%)

Total homes Garage door

damage

Percent

garage door

damage (%)

Total homes Garage door

damage

Percent garage

door damage

(%)

60–69 11 2 18 0 0 – 0 0 –

70–79 53 16 30 0 0 – 0 0 –

80–89 57 19 33 0 0 – 41 30 73

90–99 207 89 43 7 0 0 117 94 80

100–109 209 90 43 59 16 27 137 111 81

110–119 212 93 4 163 54 33 0 0 –

120–129 303 169 56 270 118 44 0 0 –

130–139 331 197 60 355 172 48 0 0 –

140–149 332 198 60 422 223 53 0 0 –

150–159 339 205 60 476 269 57 0 0 –

160–169 339 205 60 506 296 58 0 0 –

170–179 342 208 61 521 310 60 0 0 –
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FIGURE 4 | Normalized cumulative percentage, F(V), of damaged homes by wind speed range.

TABLE 3 | Garage door damage frequency in 90–109 mph wind speed range.

Moore Joplin Ike

Wind speed

ranges (mph)

Total

homes

Garage door

damage

Percent garage

door damage

(%)

Total homes Garage door

damage

Percent garage

door damage

(%)

Total homes Garage door

damage

Percent garage

door damage

(%)

90–109 152 71 47 59 16 27 96 81 84

FIGURE 5 | Example of 75–100% Garage Door Damage, 0–25% Roof

Structural Damage. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication.

Image courtesy of Eagleview Technologies, Inc.

Of the homes that suffered a garage door failure in the 90–
109 mph wind speed range, most of them did not suffer severe
corresponding roof structure damage, as shown in Table 5. The

FIGURE 6 | Example of 75–100% Garage Door Damage, 50–75% Roof

Structural Damage. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication.

Image courtesy of Eagleview Technologies, Inc.

data show that in a tornado, when the garage door is damaged,
there is a higher likelihood of suffering severe structural damage
than for structures with garage door damage in a hurricane.
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FIGURE 7 | Example of 50–75% Garage Door Damage, <25% Roof

Structural Damage. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication.

Image courtesy of Eagleview Technologies, Inc.

Figures 9–11 illustrate examples of the differences between
the resulting damage in the three events in the same wind
speed range. Damage in Hurricane Ike (Figure 9) in this wind
speed zone is less severe; none of the homes shown in this
example have suffered any roof structure damage, and only
one indicates shingle damage. In the Joplin event (Figure 10),
there is a significant increase in the amount of debris found
near the homes, as well as a noticeably larger amount of roof
structure damage than the other two events, with more structural
damage and large areas of shingle loss. In the Moore, OK event
(Figure 11), at these wind speeds the roof structure damage does
not appear to be as severe as the Joplin case, but there is still more
damage than observed in Hurricane Ike.

Orientation
While there are many factors that affect garage door damage,
one of the most prominent was the orientation of the home
and garage door relative to the wind. Marshall and McDonald
(1982) and Marshall (2002) found that houses with garage doors
facing the wind were typically more severely damaged than those
where garage doors faced away from the wind, for the Grand
Island, NE 1980 and Moore, OK 1999 tornadoes, respectively.
In the current study, the direction that the garage door was
facing relative to the path of the storm and subsequent wind
field affected the damage as well. Figure 12 provides an example
of homes that were facing north and south that appear to
have more damage than the homes that were facing west in
this particular neighborhood in Joplin. In this location, the
wind direction was estimated to be from the south-southwest,
as indicated per debris and treefall patterns. Homes that had
garage doors nearly perpendicular to the direction of the wind
were more affected than those whose garage doors were facing

FIGURE 8 | Example of <25% Garage Door Damage, 25–50% Roof

Structural Damage. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication.

Image courtesy of Eagleview Technologies, Inc.

parallel to the wind or were located on the leeward side of the
house.

In another case in Joplin, shown in Figure 13, the street was
of considerable length and continued into a cul-de-sac with
a single home with its front face perpendicular to the street
orientation. Significant damage occurred to this home (and a
home on the cul-de-sac immediately adjacent) with the wind
direction estimated to be from the south. Minimal damage was
observed for the homes with their front faces parallel to the wind
direction (and street).

Examples such as these illustrate that the orientation of the
neighborhood homes and streets with respect to wind direction
likely play a role in the severity of damage that a home
will experience. Data from remote-sensing platforms will most
certainly assist in amore rigorous determination of the likelihood
of damage as a function of orientation.

Garage Door Type
Three types of garage door systems were analyzed within the 90–
109 mph wind range, to determine how the size of the garage
door affected the susceptibility of damage. As can be seen in
Table 6 in the case of Hurricane Ike, the percentage of garage
door failures remained relatively consistent, regardless of the
garage door size. The table also shows that regardless of the
type of garage door, Hurricane Ike had a higher percentage of
failures in this wind speed range for all garage door types. The
Moore tornado data included mostly two car-one door garages,
thus the data for the other two types is not used in comparison.
For Joplin, the percentage of failures is highest for the one car
garage.

The roof structure damage for all failed garage doors was
also investigated by garage door type, shown in Table 7. The
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TABLE 4 | Garage door damage (damaged garages only) severity in 90–109 mph wind speeds.

<25% Garage door

damage severity

25–50% Garage door

damage severity

50–75% Garage door

damage severity

75–100% Garage door

damage severity

Event Total homes

with garage

door damage

Number of

homes

Percent of

homes (%)

Number of

homes

Percent of

homes (%)

Number of

homes

Percent of

homes (%)

Number of

homes

Percent of

homes (%)

Moore 71 6 8 2 3 7 10 56 79

Joplin 16 3 19 2 13 4 25 7 44

Ike 81 9 11 8 10 6 7 58 60

TABLE 5 | Roof structure damage severity in 90–109 mph wind speed range.

Event Total homes

with garage

door damage

Percent of homes

with no roof

structure

damage (%)

Percent of homes

with < 25% roof

structure damage (%)

Percent of homes

with 25–50% roof

structure damage (%)

Percent of homes

with 50–75% roof

structure damage (%)

Percent of homes

with 75–100% roof

structure damage (%)

Moore 71 73 7 1 4 14

Joplin 16 38 13 6 6 38

Ike 81 60 20 5 10 5

FIGURE 9 | Hurricane Ike Damage in Wind Range Between 90 and 109 mph. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication. Image courtesy of Eagleview

Technologies, Inc.

purpose of this table is to illustrate the likelihood that a
home is going to suffer structural failure, given that it has a
specific type of garage door that has already failed. Due to
the uneven distribution of data within Moore, OK and Joplin,
the one car and two car-two door data cannot be utilized

for this analysis. Discarding these data and looking at the
remaining data, it can be seen that in the case of Hurricane
Ike two car-one door homes were the homes that were most
susceptible to roof structure damage if the garage door had
failed.
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FIGURE 10 | Joplin, MO Tornado Damage at Windspeeds between 90 and 109 mph. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication. Image courtesy of

Eagleview Technologies, Inc.

FIGURE 11 | Moore, OK Tornado Damage at Windspeeds Between 90 and 109 mph. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication. Image courtesy of

Eagleview Technologies, Inc.
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FIGURE 12 | Joplin, MO Home Damage at Various Orientations. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication. Image courtesy of Eagleview Technologies, Inc.

FIGURE 13 | Joplin, MO Cul-de-Sac Damage. Image resolution and quality reduced for publication. Image courtesy of Eagleview Technologies, Inc.
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TABLE 6 | Garage door failure analysis in 90–109 mph wind speeds.

Event Type of garage Number of

homes

Number of

garage door

damages

Percent of

garage door

damages (%)

Moore, OK One car 1 1 100

Two car-one door 150 69 46

Two car-two door 1 1 100

Joplin, MO One car 11 5 45

Two car-one door 33 8 24

Two car-two door 14 3 21

Hurricane Ike One car 35 30 86

Two car-one door 31 28 90

Two car-two door 29 23 79

TABLE 7 | Roof structure damage in failed garage doors by type (90–109 mph).

Event Type of garage Number of garage

door failures

Percent homes with

garage door and roof

structure damage

(%)

Moore, OK One car 1 100

Two car-one door 69 25

Two car-two door 1 100

Joplin, MO One car 5 40

Two car-one door 8 75

Two car-two door 3 67

Hurricane Ike One car 30 40

Two car-one door 28 64

Two car-two door 23 17

CONCLUSIONS

Remote-sensing data proved useful in analyzing the damage
caused by hurricanes and tornadoes. Specifically, the use of high
spatial resolution, oblique data were invaluable in allowing for the
assessment of garage doors and associated roof structural failures
in the Joplin, MO and Moore, OK (2013) tornadoes as well as
Hurricane Ike. Some of the key findings of this study include:

• Roof structural damage did not frequently occur in the absence
of a garage door failure, for any of the events. Less than 10% of
homes had roof structural damage if the garage door remained
intact.

• About 60% of homes had roof structure damage if the garage
door was damaged, meaning structural damage to the roof was
more frequent if the garage door failed.

• Garage door failure rates in the same wind speed range were
higher for homes evaluated from Hurricane Ike compared to

the two tornado events, and were likely the result of duration
effects.

• If a garage door failure occurred, it was more likely to result in
associated roof structural damage for the tornado events, than
for the hurricane.

• Garage doors that were oriented perpendicular to the direction
of the wind were more likely to fail, than those parallel to the
wind or on the leeward side of the house. More research is
needed to better understand this relationship.

• Garage door failure rates in Hurricane Ike were consistent
regardless of door size/type (79–80% failed). Garage door
failure rates in the Joplin tornado were highest for single-car
garages. The majority of garage doors (all but two) in Moore
were double-car doors, thus comparisons for garage door types
cannot be made for this event.

• Damaged two car, one door garages (in Ike) were significantly
more likely to have corresponding roof structure damage than
other garage door types. A similar observation was noted in
Joplin, but the sample size was too small to make definitive
conclusions.

This study highlights the vulnerability associated with garage
doors in wind storms—if they fail, the consequences can include
significant additional structural damages. The finding of more
frequent damage to one car garage doors is consistent with
a recent investigation of damage following Hurricane Harvey
(Brown-Giammanco et al., 2018) and warrants further research
to determine causes. There are more resilient garage door options
available, or bracing kits can be installed to reduce the chances
for wind damage. Stronger or enhanced garage door systems are
not typically widely available outside of hurricane-prone regions.
However, although garage door damage was more likely to occur
in the hurricane than the tornadoes in this study, the additional
structural damages that occurred in the tornado events were
much more severe than the hurricane event.
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